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A B S T R A C T

Simultaneous segmentation and detection of liver tumors (hemangioma and hepato-
cellular carcinoma (HCC)) by using multi-modality non-contrast magnetic resonance
imaging (NCMRI) are crucial for the clinical diagnosis. However, it is still a challeng-
ing task due to: (1) the HCC information on NCMRI is insufficient makes extraction
of liver tumors feature difficult; (2) diverse imaging characteristics in multi-modality
NCMRI causes feature fusion and selection difficult; (3) no specific information be-
tween hemangioma and HCC on NCMRI cause liver tumors detection difficult. In
this study, we propose a united adversarial learning framework (UAL) for simultane-
ous liver tumors segmentation and detection using multi-modality NCMRI. The UAL
first utilizes a multi-view aware encoder to extract multi-modality NCMRI information
for liver tumor segmentation and detection. In this encoder, a novel edge dissimilar-
ity feature pyramid module is designed to facilitate the complementary multi-modality
feature extraction. Secondly, the newly designed fusion and selection channel is used
to fuse the multi-modality feature and make the decision of the feature selection. Then,
the proposed mechanism of coordinate sharing with padding integrates the multi-task
of segmentation and detection so that it enables multi-task to perform united adversar-
ial learning in one discriminator. Lastly, an innovative multi-phase radiomics guided
discriminator exploits the clear and specific tumor information to improve the multi-
task performance via the adversarial learning strategy. The UAL is validated in corre-
sponding multi-modality NCMRI (i.e. T1FS pre-contrast MRI, T2FS MRI, and DWI)
and three phases contrast-enhanced MRI of 255 clinical subjects. The experiments
show that UAL gains high performance with the dice similarity coefficient of 83.63%,
the pixel accuracy of 97.75%, the intersection-over-union of 81.30%, the sensitivity
of 92.13%, the specificity of 93.75%, and the detection accuracy of 92.94%, which
demonstrate that UAL has great potential in the clinical diagnosis of liver tumors.

© 2021 Elsevier B. V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction1

Segmentation and detection of liver tumors (hemangioma2

and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)) of multi-modality non-3

contrast magnetic resonance imaging (NCMRI) is a time-4

saving, safe, and inexpensive solution for the clinical diagnosis5

and treatment (Kim et al., 2020b), which as shown in Fig.1 (a).6

Currently in clinical, the segmentation and detection of liver tu-7

mors would be performed manually by physicians via observing8

the multi-phase contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imag-9

ing (CEMRI), which as shown in Fig.1 (b). This is because10

CEMRI has two advantages: 1) contrast agent injection gives11

the two kinds of tumors diagnosis specificity (i.e. hemangioma:12

a necrotic core with an enhancing ring around the core; HCC:13

entirely or mostly bright through the whole tumor) (Zhao et al.,14

2020); 2) the presence of washout on dynamic CEMRI is sig-15

nificantly associated with the stratification of the lesions (Wit-16

jes et al., 2012). However, it is heavy work that suffers from17

potential misjudgment (Lee et al., 2013). More importantly, the18

gadolinium contrast agents (CAs) injection of CEMRI suffers19

from time-consumption, high-risk, and expensive (Idée et al.,20

2006). Especially for patients with compromised kidney func-21

tion, they are restricted from injecting CAs(Marckmann et al.,22

2006). Therefore, if the liver tumors segmentation and detec-23

tion can be achieved via using NCMRI only, it will overcome24

the shortcomings in the clinic. Recently, there has been some25

related work trying to satisfy the clinical requirements, but they26

all have some limitations.27

1.1. Existing works for avoiding CAs injection28

Recently, to overcome the shortcomings caused by the in-29

jection of CAs, some works have attempted to segment or de-30

tect liver tumors via using single modality NCMRI, which is31

shown in Fig.1 (c). For instance, Xiao et al. (Xiao et al.,32

2019) attempted to segment liver tumors on T2FS via using the33

radiomics feature from delay-phase CEMRI. And Zhao et al.34

(Zhao et al., 2020) attempted to detect liver tumors on synthetic35

delay-phase CEMRI by using a Tripartite-GAN. However, the36

assumption of their works ignored the situation of HCC infor-37

mation is insufficient on T1FS and T2FS. So that, the perfor-38

mance of their works will be limited when HCC is small or39

insufficient due to the lack of information on DWI. Moreover,40

clinical research has shown some HCC cases that more clear41

on arterial-phase CEMRI than delay-phase CEMRI (Cereser42

et al., 2010). And the multi-phase CEMRI (i.e. arterial-phase,43

portal-venous (PV) phase, and delay-phase) has shown high44

sensitivity and specificity for clinical liver tumors diagnosis (Yu45

et al., 1999; Kierans et al., 2016). Therefore, the performance46

of (Xiao et al., 2019) and (Zhao et al., 2020) will be limited47

because they are all using delay-phase CEMRI only. Lastly,48

it is crucial for clinical that segment liver tumors and detect49

whether the tumor is benign or malignant simultaneously. But50

their works are limited to segment or detect liver tumors sepa-51

rately.52

1.2. Challenges53

For liver tumors segmentation and detection, the segmenta-54

tion task pays more attention to the accurate boundary informa-55

tion while the detection task focuses more on the location, size,56

and specific information of liver tumors. Therefore, simultane-57

ously segment and detect liver tumors by using multi-modality58

NCMRI (i.e. T1FS, T2FS, and DWI) is still challenging due to59

some limitations, which as shown in Fig.1(d). 1) Diverse imag-60

ing characteristics in multi-modality NCMRI cause the feature61

fusion and section difficult for multi-task. 2) HCC information62

in NCMRI is insufficient (Choi et al., 2014) limits the perfor-63

mance of segmentation and detection. 3) No specific texture64

information of liver tumors has the risk of confusing liver tu-65

mors.66

1.3. Our proposed method67

In this study, we propose a united adversarial learning frame-68

work (UAL) to simultaneously segment and detect liver tumors69

by using multi-modality NCMRI, which is shown in Fig.1 (d).70

Our basic assumption is that the integration of complementary71

information from multi-modality MRI can enhance the feature72

representation and using multi-phase radiomics (MPR) features73

from CEMRI to perform adversarial learning can guide the de-74

tailed information extraction of NCMRI. And then, it will im-75

prove the performance of liver tumors segmentation and detec-76

tion. Specifically, the UAL first utilizes three parallel convo-77

lution channels for multi-modality NCMRI information extrac-78

tion. To facilitate the complementary multi-modality feature79

extraction, a novel edge dissimilarity feature pyramid module80

(EDFPM) is designed to extract the multi-size edge dissimilar-81

ity maps. Additionally, the multi-size edge dissimilarity maps82

as the prior knowledge added into the convolution channel make83

the UAL easy to training. Then, a fusion and selection channel84

(FSC) is designed to make the final decision of feature fusion85

and selection. After FSC, we proposed the mechanism of coor-86

dinate sharing with padding (CSWP) to integrate the segmenta-87

tion task and detection task so that it enables multi-task to per-88

form united adversarial learning. Lastly, an innovative multi-89

phase radiomics guided discriminator (MPRG-D) exploits the90

clear and specific tumor information to improve the multi-task91

performance via the adversarial learning strategy.92

The contributions of this work are summarized as following:93

• The proposed UAL provided a time-saving, safe, and in-94

expensive tool, which utilizes the multi-modality NCMRI95

only for the first time to achieve simultaneous liver tumor96

segmentation and detection, especially for HCC informa-97

tion is insufficient.98

• The novel EDFPM extracts the multi-size edge dissimi-99

larity maps to enhance the multi-modality NCMRI feature100

extraction. Moreover, the edge dissimilarity maps added101

into UAL as the prior knowledge facilitates the training of102

UAL.103

• The innovative FSC fuses the multi-modality NCMRI fea-104

ture and adaptively makes the final decision of feature se-105

lection according to the feature requirements of liver tu-106

mors segmentation task and detection task.107

• We proposed a CSWP mechanism, which provides a new108

mechanism to achieve the united adversarial learning for109

liver tumor segmentation and detection.110
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Fig. 1. Advantages and challenges of our framework to tackle the simultaneous liver tumor segmentation and detection via using multi-modality NCMRI.
From (a) to (e), they are our tasks, clinical method, existing related methods, challenges of our tasks, and our solution, respectively.
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• The newly designed MPRG-D enhances discrimination by111

adding the MPR feature. In this situation, it is capable of112

constraint accurate liver tumors segmentation and detec-113

tion via the adversarial learning strategy.114

2. Related work115

2.1. Deep learning for automatic liver tumors diagnosis116

Deep learning for automatic liver tumors diagnosis has at-117

tracted great interest since it can extract high-level semantic in-118

formation (Bousabarah et al., 2020). Hamm et al. (Hamm et al.,119

2019) developed and validated a convolutional neural network-120

based deep learning system that classifies common liver lesions121

on CEMRI. Bousabarah et al. (Bousabarah et al., 2020) adopted122

a deep convolutional neural network with the radiomics feature123

to automatically detect and delineate HCC on CEMRI. Kim et124

al. (Kim et al., 2020a) used a deep learning-based classifier to125

detect HCC on CEMRI. All these clinical researches demon-126

strated that deep learning can provide an effective solution for127

liver tumors diagnosis. However, all of these models are trained128

and tested based on CEMRI, which suffers from CAs injection.129

Recently, to overcome the shortcomings caused by the in-130

jection of CAs. For instance, the work of Xiao et al. (Xiao131

et al., 2019) attempted to extract T2FS information and perform132

adversarial learning via using delay-phase CEMRI information133

for liver tumors segmentation. The work of Zhao et al. (Zhao134

et al., 2020) attempted to learn the highly non-linear mapping135

between T1FS and CEMRI for liver tumors detection. How-136

ever, their works do not perform well due to using single modal-137

ity NCMRI and single CEMRI. Besides, both of their works are138

limited to segment or detect liver tumors separately.139

2.2. Multi-task of simultaneous segmentation and detection140

Some deep learning-based networks used for multi-task of141

simultaneous segmentation and detection have achieved great142

success (Wu and Nevatia, 2007; Hariharan et al., 2014; He et al.,143

2017; Gao et al., 2020). The work (He et al., 2017) proposed144

a general framework named Mask R-CNN for object instance145

segmentation. The work (Gao et al., 2020) proposed a deriva-146

tive of Mask R-CNN for breast cancer segmentation and detec-147

tion. However, they are not performed-well when simultaneous148

segmentation and detection of small lesions. Because the fea-149

ture maps used for segmentation are highly reduced in spatial150

resolution (Gao et al., 2020).151

2.3. Clinical researches of liver tumors diagnosis152

Nowadays, clinical researches on liver tumors diagnosis153

showed that the complementary information between multi-154

modality NCMRI has high sensitivity when used for HCC di-155

agnosis (Han et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019; Canellas et al.,156

2019). DWI with clear location information of liver lesions has157

shown excellent performance in detecting liver tumors (Kele158

and van der Jagt, 2010; Piana et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Van-159

decaveye et al., 2009). The research of (Ebeed et al., 2017; Xu160

et al., 2009) proved that DWI with multi-phase CEMRI helped161

to provide higher sensitivities than multi-phase CEMRI alone162

in the detection of HCC.163

Discussions: To the best of our knowledge, no work at-164

tempted to segment and detect liver tumors simultaneously via165

using multi-modality NCMRI. Therefore, if liver tumor seg-166

mentation and detection can be completed via using multi-167

modality NCMRI only, it will greatly optimize the liver tumor168

diagnosis and overcome the shortcomings of existing works.169

3. Methodology170

The UAL integrates multi-modality NCMRI information for171

liver tumors segmentation and detection. Moreover, it uses172

multi-phase CEMRI to guide segmentation and detection by173

adversarial learning strategy when framework training. And174

it avoids the risk that comes from contrast agents injection175

by removing the adversarial learning when framework test-176

ing. Specifically, as shown in Fig.2, the UAL is fed with177

T1FS (XT1 ∈ RH×W×N), T2FS (XT2 ∈ RH×W×N), and DWI178

(XD ∈ RH×W×N) sequences, and outputs the results of liver tu-179

mor segmentation ŶS and detection {Yp, tu}. The UAL is per-180

formed via the following four stages:181

• An encoder using three parallel convolution channels with182

EDFPM for multi-modality NCMRI feature extraction.183

The EDFPM extracts the multi-size edge dissimilarity184

maps, which as the prior knowledge added into the three185

parallel convolution channels to facilitate complementary186

multi-modality NCMRI information extraction.187

• The FSC fuses the feature from the three parallel convo-188

lution channels and makes the final decision of feature se-189

lection for liver tumors segmentation and detection.190

• The CSWP integrates the outputs of liver tumors segmen-191

tation and detection via the operation of padding using192

number 2. And then feeding the integration into discrim-193

inator, which enables the united adversarial learning for194

multi-task.195

• The MPRG-D extracts the semantic feature and MPR fea-196

ture to distinguish the real or fake of the integration. And197

then constrain the multi-task to optimize by adversarial198

learning strategy.199

3.1. EDFPM for multi-modality NCMRI feature extraction.200

As shown in Fig.3, the calculation mechanism of EDFPM201

mainly goes through three steps. (1) Feeding two modalities202

MRI of Xm,Xn ∈ {X
T1,XT2,XD} into the Sobel-based edge de-203

tector (Sobel and Feldman, 1968) to generate the correspond-204

ing edge maps Xedge
m and Xedge

n . Then perform the element-wise205

subtraction between Xedge
m and Xedge

n to yield the edge dissim-206

ilarity maps Xd−edge. (2) The bilinear interpolation is used to207

perform the operation of 2 × downsample, which ensures the208

multi-size edge dissimilarity maps are consistent with the size209

of the feature maps from the connected convolution layer. Be-210

sides, the pyramid structure refines the spatial precision of the211

edge dissimilarity maps. (3) The connection manner of multi-212

size edge dissimilarity maps and feature maps is shown in the213

dashed window of Fig.3. The 1×1 convolution operation is214
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed UAL. It segments and detects liver tumors simultaneously contains four stages. 1) Feature extraction via using three
parallel convolution channels. 2) Feature fusion and selection via using an innovative FSC. 3) The operation of coordinate sharing via using proposed
CSWP. 4) United adversarial learning via using a newly designed MPRG-D.

Fig. 3. The calculation mechanism of EDFPM. It yields multi-size edge dis-
similarity maps via using Sobel Filter and downsample operation, in which
the pyramid structure refines the spatial precision of the edge dissimilar-
ity maps. And adding the multi-size edge dissimilarity maps into UAL to
promote multi-modality NCMRI feature extraction.

added to the path of the skip connection. It is used to change215

the channel number of edge dissimilarity maps to make it con-216

sistent with that of feature maps from three parallel convolution217

channels. The edge dissimilarity maps promote the comple-218

mentary multi-modality feature extraction while also accelerat-219

ing the convergence of the UAL.220

3.2. FSC for multi-modality feature fusion and selection.221

As the stage2 shown in Fig.2, the FSC is connected at the222

end of Encoder for feature F T1, F T2, and F D fusion and se-223

lection. The calculation mechanism of FSC is shown in Fig.4.224

The FSC composes a gate for controlling the information fusion225

and selection, in which the gate has been proposed by (Pang226

et al., 2019) and developed in (Ge et al., 2019). In this work,227

we are the first to design FSC with the gate for three modalities228

MRI fusion. Moreover, according to the feature requirements of229

multi-task, FSC increases the weight of the dominant modality230

MRI. In this way, it can adaptively integrate and select features231

Fig. 4. The calculation mechanism of FSC. It mainly contains a series of
operations for multi-modality fusion, a gate for feature selection, and the
weight setting of the multi-modality NCMRI.

to improve multi-task performance. Specifically, it mainly goes232

on two steps. (1) Obtaining the preliminary fusion features Fa233

of the F T1, F T2, and F D without setting any weight. It can be234

calculated as:235

Fa = σ(ε(x[F T1,F T2,F D] ∗Wa + ba) ∗Wb + bb) (1)

where the features of x[F T1,F T2,F D] represent the concatenation236

of F T1,F T2, and F D. Wa, ba, Wb and bb are the trainable237

weights and biases of the first two convolution operations, ε is238

ReLU activation, σ is tanh activation. (2) Obtaining the final fu-239

sion features FS eg for segmentation path and FDec for detection240

path. Inspired by (Leng et al., 2018) that context information241

will improve the segmentation performance, we concatenate the242

Fa and F T1 to increase the weight of global anatomical infor-243

mation on T1FS when calculating FS eg. And inspired by (Kele244

and van der Jagt, 2010; Piana et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Van-245

decaveye et al., 2009) that DWI with clear location information246

of liver lesions has shown excellent performance in detecting247

liver tumors, we concatenate the Fa and F D for increasing the248

weight of location information on DWI when calculating FDec.249
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The calculation of FS eg and FDec as follows:250

FS eg = ε(x[Fa,F
T1] ∗Wc + bc) (2)

FDec = ε(x[Fa,F
D] ∗Wd + bd) (3)

where the features x[Fa,F
T1] represent the concatenation of F T1

251

and feature maps Fa, x[Fa,F
D] represent the concatenation of F D

252

and feature maps Fa,Wc and bc are the trainable weights and253

biases of the last convolution operation for segmentation path,254

andWd and bd are the trainable weights and biases of the last255

convolution operation for detection path.256

3.3. CSWP integrates liver tumors segmentation and detection257

for united adversarial learning.258

Fig. 5. The mechanism of CSWP. It uses coordinate sharing to unify the
outputs of segmentation task and detection task. And in the premise of
fixed coordinates, use the padding operation to unify their size for feature
extraction.

The CSWP enables a united adversarial learning for multi-259

task of segmentation and detection. The calculation mechanism260

of CSWP as shown in Fig.5. Firstly, we defined the label of seg-261

mentation image isYS , the prediction of segmentation image is262

ŶS , the true tuple as the ground-truth of the bounding-box (b-263

box) is v = (vo, vw, vh), and the predicted tuple of b-box regres-264

sion is tu = (tu
o, t

u
w, t

u
h). Where the vo and tu

o are the center point of265

b-box, vw = vh means the true b-box is square, tu
w = max{tu

w, t
u
h}266

and tu
h = max{tu

w, t
u
h} makes the the predicted b-box is square.267

Then, to integrate theYS and v for feature extraction in MPRG-268

D, using the operation of number 2 padding and taking the vo269

as the center for generating the integration YS c. Performing270

the same operation on ŶS and tu to obtain the integration ŶS c.271

The padding operation makes YS c and ŶS c to 64 × 64 pixels.272

In this situation, CSWP provides a way of unified optimization273

in liver tumors segmentation and detection by performing ad-274

versarial learning in our MPRG-D with Ladv(ŶS c,YS c). And275

then reduce the error (i.e. segmentation error, center point er-276

ror, height error, and width error) between ŶS c and YS c via the277

united adversarial learning strategy.278

3.4. MPRG-D for united adversarial learning.279

As the stage4 shown in Fig.2, the MPRG-D receives ŶS c and280

YS c after the operation of CSWP and outputs a single scalar281

that the real or fake of ŶS c and YS c. Then the discrimination282

of MPRG-D is fed back to the segmentation path and detec-283

tion path via the adversarial strategy with Ladv(ŶS c,YS c). To284

enhance the discrimination and fully extract features of liver tu-285

mors, MPR from multi-phase CEMRI is added into MPRG-D.286

This is because the multi-phase CEMRI has shown high sen-287

sitivity and specificity for clinical liver tumors diagnosis (Yu288

et al., 1999; Kierans et al., 2016). Specifically, the MPRG-289

D utilizes a network with three convolutional layers to extract290

semantic features and utilizes a python toolbox Pyradiomics291

(Van Griethuysen et al., 2017) to extract multi-phase radiomics292

feature. For semantic feature extraction, the input is ŶS c or293

YS c. And for MPR feature extraction, the input is ŶS c with294

multi-phase CEMRI or YS c with multi-phase CEMRI. Finally,295

the output of real of fake is obtained by feeding the concatena-296

tion of the semantic feature and MPR feature to S o f tmax layer.297

With learn through this adversarial strategy, the MPRG-D can298

constrain our UAL to train an excellent model with accurate299

liver tumors segmentation and detection.300

3.5. Constraint strategy of UAL.301

For the first time, the UAL achieves simultaneous promotion302

of liver tumor segmentation and detection via using a united ad-303

versarial learning strategy. The basic adversarial learning strat-304

egy of our UAL is coming from the minimax game between305

generator and discriminator in the primary GAN (Goodfellow306

et al., 2014), which the minimax optimization formulated as:307

min
G

max
D

[Ey∼pdata(y)[(logD(y)] + Ex∼px(x)[log(1 − D(G(x))]] (4)

UAL is trained to minimize the probability of ŶS c to be recog-308

nized while maximizing the probability of making mistakes of309

the discriminator when discriminating the ŶS c. It means that310

the y ∼ pdata(y) in equation(4) corresponding to YS c and G(x)311

in equation(4) corresponding to ŶS c. Specifically, for the opti-312

mization of tumors segmentation, the loss function LS eg is de-313

fined as:314

LS eg(ŶS ,YS , ŶS c) = Lpix−CE(ŶS ,YS ) + λ1Ladv(D(ŶS c, 1))
(5)

where the hyper-parameter λ1 set to one for maintaining the bal-315

ance between tumor segmentation Lpix−CE and the adversarial316

learning Ladv. In which Lpix−CE and Ladv are:317

Lpix−CE(ŶS ,YS ) =∑
n
∑

i, j(Ŷ
i, j
n log(Yi, j

n ) + (1 − Ŷi, j
n )log(1 − Yi, j

n ))
NHW

(6)

Ladv(ŶS c,YS c) = −
∑

n

Yn
S clog(Ŷn

S c) + (1 − Yn
S c)log(1 − Ŷn

S c)

(7)
where Ŷi, j

n and Yi, j
n represent the pixel classification located at318

(i, j) in ŶS and YS . n ∈{YS } represents the each image of Yi, j
S .319

H and W is the height and the width of each image n from the320

total training images of N.321

The loss function ofLD for MPRG-D optimization is defined322

as:323

LD(ŶS c,YS c) = Ladv(D(ŶS c), 1) +Ladv(D(YS c), 0) (8)
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The loss function ofLDec for liver tumors detection optimiza-324

tion is defined as:325

LDec(Yp,Yu, tu, v, ŶS c) =Lcls(Yp,Yu) + λ2[u ≥ 1]Lreg(tu, v)

+ λ3Ladv(D(ŶS c, 1))
(9)

where the hyper-parameter λ2 and λ3 set to one for maintaining326

the balance of the adversarial loss Ladv and two tasks losses of327

tumor classification Lcls and b-box regression Lreg. The Lcls328

and Lreg are:329 
Lcls(Yp,Yu) = −logpYu

Lreg(tu, v) =
∑

i∈{o,w,h}

smoothL1 (tu
i − vi) (10)

in which smoothL1 (x) = 0.5x2 if |x|<1, and smoothL1 (x) =330

|x| − 0.5 otherwise. Where the Yp represents the outputs of331

the probability distribution of liver tumors, Yu represents the332

ground-truth class (i.e. hemangioma or HCC), the [Yu ≥ 1]333

evaluates to 1 when Yu ≥ 1 and 0 otherwise.334

335

We show the architecture details of our UAL in Table.1. And336

the Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure of UAL. The algo-337

rithm contains two parts: the training process of the UAL and338

the testing process of UAL. In which the training process of339

UAL mainly contains four stages for forwarding propagation340

and backward propagation for parameters update. The testing341

process of UAL mainly goes through two stages for liver tumors342

segmentation and detection.343

Table 1. The architecture of the UAL. The ”Params” include: (1) Kernel
size; (2) ”@”: Number of channels; (3) ”Pad”: Spatial padding number;
(4) ”Str”: stride number. (Conv means convolution, Deconv means decon-
volution, FC means fully connection)

Stage of UAL
Layer

Annotation Params

Feature extraction
in Stage1

(i∈{T1FS, T2FS, DWI})

Convi
1 3*3@64; Pad: 1; Str: 1

Convi
2 3*3@128; Pad: 1; Str: 1

Convi
3 3*3@256; Pad: 1; Str: 1

Convi
4 3*3@512; Pad: 1; Str: 1

Decoder of FS eg

in Stage2

Decond1 3*3@512; Pad: 1; Str: 1
Decond2 3*3@256; Pad: 1; Str: 1
Decond3 3*3@128; Pad: 1; Str: 1
Decond4 3*3@64; Pad: 1; Str: 1

Semantic feature
extraction in Stage4

Conv5 3*3@64; Pad: 1; Str: 1
Conv6 3*3@128; Pad: 1; Str: 1
Conv7 3*3@256; Pad: 1; Str: 1
FC1 1*1@256
FC2 1*1@1

4. Experiments344

The effectiveness of the proposed UAL is validated in the345

liver tumors segmentation and detection. Experimental re-346

sults show that UAL successfully segments and detects liver347

tumors via using multi-modality NCMRI, and achieves dice348

Algorithm 1:

Training process of UAL:
Input: Multi-modality NCMRI XT1, XT2, and XD;
Arterial-phase CEMRI XA; PV-phase CEMRI XP;
Delay-phase CEMRI XDe; Segmentation label YS ;
True tuple of b-box v; The label of the types of tumors
Yu; Loss balanced weights λ1, λ2, and λ3; Batchsize n;
Learning rate η; Iteration number M.
Output: Learned parameters {θS , θD1, θD2}

for step in M do
begin forward propagation:
Stage1: Feature extraction
{F T1,F T2,F D} = Encoder(XT1

n , XT2
n , XD

n )
Stage2: Feature fusion for segmentation and detection
{F S eg,F Dec} = FS C(F T1,F T2,F D)
ŶS = S egPath(F S eg)
{Yp, tu} = DecPath(F Dec)
Stage3: Coordinate sharing with padding
ŶS c = CS WP(ŶS , tu)
YS c = CS WP(YS , v)
Stage4: United adversarial learning
D(ŶS c) =MPRG-D(ŶS c)
D(YS c) =MPRG-D(YS c)

end
begin backward propagation:
θS = θS − η∇(Lpix−CE(ŶS ,YS ) + λ1Ladv(D(ŶS c, 1)))
θD1 = θD1 − η∇(Lcls(Yp,Yu) + λ2[u ≥ 1]Lreg(tu, v)

+λ3Ladv(D(ŶS c, 1)))
θD2 = θD2 − η∇(LD(Ladv(D(ŶS c), 1) +Ladv(D(YS c), 0))

end
end

Testing process of UAL:
Stage1: fed multi-modality NCMRI XT1, XT2, and XD

Stage2: Prediction of liver tumors segmentation and
detection forward propagate the XT1, XT2, and XD through
UAL with trained weights, and get the prediction of liver
tumors segmentation ŶS and detection {Yp, tu}.

similarity coefficient (DSC) of 83.63%, pixel accuracy (p-349

Acc, the proportion of pixels that are correctly classified) of350

97.75%, intersection-over-union (IoU) of 81.30%, the sensitiv-351

ity of 92.13%, the specificity of 93.75%, and detection accuracy352

of 92.94%.353

4.1. Dataset and Configurations354

Our UAL is validated on a clinical dataset with totaling355

255 subjects (125 subjects of hemangioma and 130 subjects356

of HCC), and each subject has corresponding T1FS [256×256357

px], T2FS [256×256 px], DWI [256×256 px] and multi-358

phase CEMRI [256×256 px] collected after standard clinical359

liver MRI examinations. CEMRI used in these protocols was360

gadobutrol 0.1 mmol/kg on a 3T MRI scanner. The segmen-361

tation labels performed on CEMRI are obtained manually ac-362

cording to the clinical criterion by using the ITK-SNAP tool363

(Yushkevich et al., 2006). And all subjects are provided after364
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Fig. 6. The visual examples of the liver tumors segmentation, where the white denotes the liver tumors segmentation and the black denotes the background.
From left to right: source multi-modality NCMRI, segmentation results, and ground truth.

approval by the McGill University Health Centre. The ground365

truths are created after two rounds of face-to-face discussion by366

three radiologists with more than 8-years of experience. Specif-367

ically, the first round of discussion has identified the annotation368

method. After the first round of discussion, the most experi-369

enced of the three radiologists has done the manual tracing in-370

dependently. The second round of discussion has agreed upon371

the ground truth. In detail, in the second round of discussion,372

the annotations traced by the most experienced of the three ra-373

diologists in each image have been double-checked by the other374

two radiologists. Three radiologists have analyzed the label375

variability on each data. The annotation rule was discussed and376

agreed upon for the main variability (such as segmentation label377

of small HCC lesions).378

We perform one 5-fold cross-validation test to train our UAL379

for performance evaluation and comparison. And a typical380

training took an average of 7 hours and 15 minutes for one-381

fold. Specifically, UAL is trained using batchsize of 2, iter-382

ation number of 100,000. Both the UAL and the discrimina-383

tor adopted the optimizer Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014). The384

learning rate of UAL is 0.0001 and the learning rate of the dis-385

criminator is 0.005. The UAL is performed on Ubuntu 18.04386

platform, Python v3.6, Pytorch v0.4.0, and CUDA v9.0 library,387

and running on Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9900K CPU @ 3.60GHz388

and GeForce GTX 1080Ti 11GB.389

4.2. Evaluation metrics and method390

4.2.1. Evaluation metrics391

To quantitatively evaluate the segmentation performance of392

UAL, we utilize the DSC to calculate the similarity of the output393

Yn and ground truth Ŷn, which can be defined as:394

DS C =
1
N

N∑
n

2|Yn ∩ Ŷn|

|Yn| + |Ŷn|
× 100% (11)

Using p-Acc to evaluate the proportion of pixels that are cor-395

rectly classified Ge et al. (2019); Xu et al. (2020). Using IoU to396

evaluate b-box regression performance via measuring accuracy397

of the output YB (YS c before padding) relative to ground truth398

ŶB (ŶS c before padding). The IoU can be defined as:399

IoU =
1
N

N∑
n

|YB ∩ ŶB|

|YB| + |ŶB|
× 100% (12)

Where ŶB denotes the output of bounding-box regression and400

the YB denotes the ground truth of bounding-box. And we use401

the sensitivity (true positive rate, (TPR)), specificity (true neg-402

ative rate, (TNR)), and accuracy (Acc) for evaluating liver tu-403

mors classification, in which the TPR, TNR, and Acc can be404

defined as:405

T PR =
T P

T P + FN
× 100% (13)

T NR =
T N

FP + T N
× 100% (14)

Acc =
T P + T N

T P + FP + T N + FN
× 100% (15)

where the hemangioma is defined as positive and HCC as neg-406

ative. TP, FP, TN, and FN denotes the true positive, false pos-407

itive, true negative, and false negative measurements, respec-408

tively.409
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Fig. 7. Two cases of liver tumors information on T2FS is insufficient, and the liver tumors information on arterial-phase CEMRI is more clear than delay-
phase CEMRI. The first and third rows are multi-modality NCMRI and multi-phase CEMRI. From the left to right: T1FS, T2FS, DWI, arterial-phase
CEMRI, PV-phase CEMRI, and delay-phase CEMRI. The second and fourth rows are segmentation results. From the left to right: result from Rg-GAN,
result from our UAL, ground truth, and the comparison of segmentation results. It is clear that our proposed UAL outperforms the Rg-GAN.

4.3. Performance comparison with state-of-the-art410

The UAL has been validated by comparing with two state-of-411

the-art segmentation methods (U-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015)412

and Rg-GAN (Xiao et al., 2019)), two state-of-the-art detec-413

tion methods (Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015) and Tripartite-414

GAN (Zhao et al., 2020)), and two state-of-the-art simultaneous415

segmentation and detection methods (Mask R-CNN (He et al.,416

2017) and FT-MTL-Net(Gao et al., 2020)). The visual segmen-417

tation results are shown in Fig.6. The quantitative analysis re-418

sults of segmentation and detection are shown in Table.2. In419

which the IoU results of U-net and Rg-GAN are obtained by us-420

ing the tight bounding box for the tumor mask predictions. Our421

UAL outperforms six state-of-the-art methods, which achieved422

liver tumors segmentation with DSC of 83.63% and p-Acc of423

97.75%, b-box regression with IoU of 81.30%, and liver tumors424

classification with TPR of 92.13%, TNR of 93.75%, and Acc of425

92.94%. These high performances in both the segmentation and426

the detection are from EDFPM, FSC, CSWP, and MPRG-D.427

Moreover, to validate the contributions of using multi-428

modality NCMRI and multi-phase CEMRI, we showed the429

cases of the liver tumors information are insufficient on T2FS.430

And the liver tumors information is more clear on arterial-431

phase than delay-phase CEMRI. The comparisons are per-432

formed among Rg-GAN (Xiao et al., 2019) and our UAL, in433

which the Rg-GAN uses T2FS and delay-phase CEMRI for434

liver tumors segmentation. The visualized results are shown435

in Fig.7. It is clear that our proposed UAL outperforms Rg-436

GAN. The results demonstrate that our UAL has high robust-437

ness via using multi-modality NCMRI and multi-phase CEMRI438

than Rg-GAN. Especially for the situation that liver tumors in-439

formation is insufficient on T2FS, and the liver tumors informa-440

tion is more clear on arterial-phase than delay-phase CEMRI.441

4.4. The computational cost of our UAL is relatively low among442

the UAL and six other methods443

To evaluate the convolution cost of the CNN-based network,444

we calculated the computational cost among the UAL method445

and other state-of-the-art comparison methods. The method of446

the computational cost analysis of CNN modules refers to the447

literature (Wong et al., 2019). As shown in Table.3, the compu-448

tational cost of our UAL is about 3.16B, which is relatively low449

among the UAL and six other methods. Specifically, the com-450

putational cost of our UAL is lower than U-Net, Rg-GAN, and451

Tripartite-GAN. But the computational cost of our UAL is a lit-452

tle higher than Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN, and FT-MLT-Net.453

One of the reasons is that our UAL using parallel convolution454
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Table 2. The quantitative evaluation of the liver tumors segmentation and
detection. Six criteria (i.e. DSC, p-Acc, IoU, TPR, TNR, and Acc) evalu-
ated the performance of our UAL and other six state-of-the-art methods.
It demonstrates that our proposed UAL outperforms six state-of-the-art
methods in liver tumors segmentation and detection.

Method DSC p-Acc IoU TPR TNR Acc

U-net 78.88 96.57 58.33 - - -
±3.73 ±0.91 ±11.63

Rg- 80.65 96.72 60.17 - - -GAN ±3.13 ±0.89 ±9.85
Faster - - 66.43 78.63 82.26 80.39

R-CNN ±8.20 ±2.74 ±2.45 ±2.47

Tripartite-GAN - - 73.42 86.82 89.68 88.24
±4.60 ±1.84 ±1.67 ±1.78

Mask 75.17 96.21 68.30 80.00 83.20 81.57
R-CNN ±5.58 ±1.16 ±7.31 ±2.43 ±1.88 ±2.09

FT-MTL-Net 77.58 96.48 70.64 81.40 84.13 82.75
±4.17 ±0.93 ±5.85 ±2.20 ±2.04 ±2.11

Proposed UAL 83.63 97.75 81.30 92.13 93.75 92.94
±2.16 ±0.72 ±3.26 ±1.26 ±0.74 ±0.86

channels to extract multi-modality NCMRI information. An-455

other reason is that there is no CNN-based decoder in the frame-456

work of Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN, and FT-MLT-Net, which457

limits the performance on small lesions segmentation. Because458

the feature maps used for segmentation are highly reduced in459

spatial resolution (Gao et al., 2020). Moreover, the UAL gains460

significant performance improvement compared with six other461

methods. Thus, from the point of view of computational cost,462

the framework of our UAL is reasonable and necessary.463

4.5. Ablation studies464

In order to verify the contributions of EDFPM, FSC, CSWP,465

MPR, MPRG-D, and simultaneous segmentation and detection,466

we performed the comparison among our UAL, the UAL with-467

out EDFPM, the UAL without FSC, the UAL without CSWP,468

the UAL without MPR, the UAL without MPRG-D, the UAL469

without DecPath (i.e. detection path), and the UAL without470

SegPath (i.e. segmentation path). The quantitative analysis471

results of these ablation studies are shown in Table.4, which472

demonstrated that every part of the UAL contributes to the liver473

tumors segmentation and detection.474

4.5.1. Evaluation of EDFPM475

To verify the contribution of EDFPM, we performed the476

comparison between the UAL and the UAL without EDFPM.477

The quantitative results (2nd row in Table.4) showed that the478

performance of segmentation and detection dropped when479

EDFPM is removed. Specifically, the DSC decreased by 1.98%,480

the IoU decreased by 4.53%, and the Acc decreased by 0.33%.481

It demonstrates that the newly designed EDFPM benefits liver482

tumors segmentation and detection.483

Besides, in order to visualize the contribution of that EDFPM484

facilitates the complementary multi-modality NCMRI informa-485

tion extraction, we showed the visualized feature maps of two486

subjects in Fig.8. For the first row of feature maps, they are ob-487

tained from the channel #18 and channel #25 of ConvT1
2 layer. It488

Fig. 8. The feature maps of two examples, which are extracted from the
proposed UAL and UAL without EDFPM. Subject1 is a subject with large
lesions and subject2 is a subject with small lesions. It is clear that EDFPM
contributes to accurate edge features and liver tumor features extraction,
which is marked out in the red arrow.

is clear that the feature maps lost the feature of the liver tumors489

when without EDFPM. In contrast, the feature maps obtained490

by our proposed UAL are precise. This demonstrates that the491

complementary feature among T1FS, T2FS, and DWI extracted492

by EDFPM facilitates the liver tumors feature extraction, which493

can also be proved by the feature maps in the third row. For the494

second row of feature maps, they are obtained from the chan-495

nel #57 and channel #9 of ConvT2
2 layer. It is clear that the496

edge feature of liver tumors in feature maps obtained without497

EDFPM is inaccurate. In contrast, the feature maps obtained498

by our proposed UAL are precise. This demonstrates that the499

complementary feature among T1FS, T2FS, and DWI extracted500

by EDFPM facilitates the liver tumors edge feature extraction,501

which can also be proved by the feature maps in the fourth row.502

To summarize, the EDFPM extracts the multi-size edge dissim-503

ilarity maps, which benefit multi-modality NCMRI feature ex-504

traction for improving liver tumor segmentation and detection505

by adding into the three parallel convolution channels as the506

prior knowledge.507

4.5.2. Evaluation of FSC508

To verify the contribution of FSC, we use the operation of509

concatenation followed by the convolution and ReLU to re-510

place the FSC (i.e. without FSC). It means that using the511

F s = ε(x[F T1,F T2,F D] ∗Ws + bs) to replace FS eg and FDec. The512

quantitative results (3rd row in Table.4) showed that the per-513

formance of segmentation and detection dropped when FSC is514

replaced. In which the DSC decreased by 2.26%, the IoU de-515

creased by 5.01%, and the Acc decreased by 1.57%. It demon-516

strates that the design with the gate and the weight increasing517

of F T1 and F D contributes the liver tumors segmentation and518

detection.519
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Table 3. The computational cost of UAL and six other methods. It evaluated the convolution cost of the CNN. In which B is unit billion and Ops means
operations.

U-net Rg- Faster Tripartite Mask FT-MTL UALGAN R-CNN GAN R-CNN Net
Ops ∼5.21B ∼11.97B ∼2.03B ∼3.18B ∼2.15B ∼2.02B ∼3.16B

Table 4. The quantitative evaluation of the ablation studies. The ablation
studies demonstrate that every part of the newly designed UAL contributes
to liver tumors segmentation and detection.

Method DSC p-Acc IoU TPR TNR Acc
Without 81.65 96.88 76.77 91.34 92.97 92.61
EDFPM ±2.76 ±0.81 ±3.85 ±1.56 ±1.31 ±1.28
Without 81.37 96.86 76.29 90.55 92.19 91.37

FSC ±2.92 ±0.85 ±4.13 ±1.60 ±1.42 ±1.36
Without 82.33 97.12 74.82 89.76 91.41 90.59
CSWP ±2.46 ±0.78 ±4.53 ±1.66 ±1.51 ±1.45

Without 80.67 96.27 74.47 84.50 87.30 85.88
MPR ±3.06 ±0.88 ±4.32 ±1.93 ±1.76 ±1.82

Without 80.53 96.19 73.37 83.72 86.51 85.10
MPRG-D ±2.96 ±0.89 ±4.56 ±2.01 ±1.77 ±1.88
Without 82.05 97.03 - - - -DecPath ±2.60 ±0.82
Without - - 72.15 82.23 85.94 84.09
SegPath ±5.03 ±2.11 ±1.84 ±1.97

Proposed UAL 83.63 97.75 81.30 92.13 93.75 92.94
±2.16 ±0.72 ±3.26 ±1.26 ±0.74 ±0.86

4.5.3. Evaluation of CSWP520

To verify the contribution of CSWP, we performed the com-521

parison between the UAL and the UAL without CSWP. The522

structures of the UAL and the UAL without CSWP are shown in523

Fig.9 (a) and (b). Fig.9(a) indicates that CSWP enables the Seg-524

Path and DecPath to perform the united adversarial learning by525

Ladv(D(ŶS c, 1)). Fig.9(b) indicates that when CSWP removed,526

it only enables the SegPath to perform adversarial learning by527

Ladv(D(ŶS , 1)) and no adversarial learning in DecPath. The528

quantitative result (6th row in Table.4) showed that the perfor-529

mance of segmentation and detection dropped when CSWP is530

removed. Especially for the b-box regression, the IoU value de-531

creased from 81.30% to 74.82% (decreased by 6.48%). This532

proved that CSWP enables segmentation and detection can be533

unified to perform adversarial learning for improving their per-534

formance. Especially for the great performance improvement of535

b-box regression by using the united adversarial learning strat-536

egy.537

4.5.4. Evaluation of MPR and MPRG-D538

To verify the contribution of MPRG-D, we removed the539

MPRG-D in UAL, which is shown in Fig.9(c). In this case,540

neither SegPath nor DecPath has adversarial learning. The per-541

formance of segmentation and detection dropped significantly542

(6th row in Table.4), in which the DSC decreased by 3.10%, the543

IoU decreased by 7.93%, and the Acc decreased by 7.84%. To544

further verify the contribution of MPR in MPRG-D, we keep545

adversarial learning but remove the MPR. The quantitative re-546

sults (5th row in Table.4) showed that the performance of seg-547

mentation and detection still dropped significantly, in which the548

DSC decreased by 2.96%, the IoU decreased by 6.83%, and the549

Acc decreased by 7.06%. This shows that adversarial learn-550

ing is greatly helpful for liver tumors segmentation and detec-551

tion improvement. And most of the contribution comes from552

MPR. In order to visualize the contribution, we show the four553

cases heatmaps from UAL, UAL without MPR, and UAL with-554

out MPRG-D in Fig.10. From the first two rows in Fig.10, it is555

clear that the predicted scores of tumor area obtained from our556

UAL are more accurate than UAL without MPR and UAL with-557

out MPRG-D. From the last two rows in Fig.10, it is clear that558

the UAL without MPR and UAL without MPRG-D lose tumors559

prediction when liver tumors are insufficient on multi-modality560

NCMRI. All these results demonstrate that MPR and MPRG-D561

improved UAL performance when liver tumors information is562

insufficient on multi-modality NCMRI.563

The analysis and discussion of contribution difference of564

five modules: For FSC, it not only fuses multi-modality fea-565

tures through operations such as concatenate but also adds the566

additional convolution layer and softmax operation to the net-567

work. So it enhances the fitting ability of the model. For CSWP,568

it provides a strategy to perform the united adversarial learning.569

In other words, it enables the adversarial loss Ladv(D(ŶS c, 1)) to570

constrain the segmentation task and detection task. For MPR, it571

provides the extra information from the multi-phase CEMRI.572

Thus, it improves the accuracy of the model learning. For573

MPRG-D, it provides not only adversarial learning via using574

adversarial loss but also the extra radiomics information from575

the multi-phases CEMRI. For EDFPM, it extracts the dissim-576

ilarity information, which is the prior knowledge from multi-577

modality NCMRI to enhance the feature extraction and make578

our UAL easy to training. However, there is no extra convolu-579

tion layer, no extra information, and no extra constraint adding580

into the UAL when using EDFPM. Therefore, compared with581

the other modules, EDFPM brings the least performance gain.582

4.5.5. Evaluation of simultaneous segmentation and detection583

To verify the contribution of simultaneous segmentation and584

detection (i.e. whether the multi-task of segmentation and de-585

tection promote each other). We performed the comparison586

among our proposed UAL, the UAL without DecPath, and the587

UAL without SegPath. For the UAL without DecPath, the struc-588

ture is shown in Fig.9(d). And the quantitative results are shown589

in 7th row in Table.4, in which the DSC decreased by 1.58% and590

the Acc decreased by 0.72%. For the UAL without SegPath, the591

structure is shown in Fig.9(e). And the quantitative results are592

shown in 8th row in Table.4, in which the IoU decreased by593

9.15%, TPR decreased by 9.9%, TNR decreased by 7.81%, and594

Acc decreased by 8.58%. All these results demonstrate that si-595
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Fig. 9. Structures of the (a) our proposed UAL, (b) UAL without CSWP,
(c) UAL without MPRG-D, (d) UAL without detection path, and (e) UAL
without segmentation path.

multaneous segmentation and detection achieve promotion to596

each other, especially for the contribution of SegPath on Dec-597

Path. This is mainly because our UAL not only loses the adver-598

sarial learning strategy but also loses the radiomics feature that599

comes from multi-phases CEMRI when SegPath is removing.600

4.6. Evaluation of stratifying our results with respect to the size601

of the lesions602

To verify the performance of our UAL on different sizes of603

tumors, we stratifying the results with respect to the size of the604

lesions. Specifically, we defined lesions with a maximum diam-605

eter of not less than three centimeters (≥3cm) as large lesions606

and lesions with a maximum diameter of fewer than three cen-607

timeters (<3cm) as small lesions. And the quantitative evalu-608

ation results of this stratification are shown in Table.5 (lesions609

size ≥3cm) and Table.6 (lesions size <3cm). The quantitative610

Fig. 10. Four cases of the comparison of heatmaps (predicted probability
of liver tumors, highlighted region by red color means high predicted score
after so f tmax layer) from proposed UAL, UAL without MPR, and UAL
without MPRG-D. From the left to right, it is T1FS, T2FS, DWI, heatmaps
from UAL, heatmaps from UAL without MPR, heatmaps from UAL with-
out MPRG-D, and ground truth of liver tumors from CEMRI, respectively.

Table 5. The quantitative evaluation of the liver tumors segmentation and
detection when lesions size ≥3cm.

Method DSC p-Acc IoU TPR TNR Acc

U-net 79.76 96.73 - - - -
±3.61 ±0.90

Rg- 82.78 96.85 - - - -
GAN ±3.06 ±0.88
Faster - - 67.55 85.37 85.11 85.27

R-CNN ±7.62 ±2.35 ±2.03 ±2.06

Tripartite-GAN - - 74.48 91.14 90.00 90.70
±4.06 ±1.78 ±1.66 ±1.72

Mask 76.66 96.33 69.42 86.25 83.67 85.27
R-CNN ±5.28 ±1.11 ±6.75 ±2.26 ±1.88 ±2.02

FT-MTL-Net 78.69 96.53 71.77 88.46 84.31 86.82
±4.04 ±0.91 ±5.28 ±2.03 ±1.97 ±2.06

Proposed UAL 85.75 97.84 82.78 94.87 94.12 94.57
±2.10 ±0.66 ±2.88 ±1.19 ±0.73 ±0.82

results showed that the performance of our UAL is better in611

large lesions than in small lesions. Specifically, the value of612

DSC goes up from 81.52% (small lesions) to 85.75% (large le-613

sions) and the value of detection accuracy goes up from 91.27%614

(small lesions) to 94.57% (large lesions). But, whether it is a615

large lesion or a small lesion, our method outperforms the other616

6 state-of-the-art comparison methods.617

4.7. Influences of the combination of different NCMRI modality618

In order to verify the influences of the combination of differ-619

ent NCMRI modalities, we set up six different combinations of620

different NCMRI modalities as the inputs of our UAL. Quan-621

titative analysis results are shown in Table.7. Firstly, when the622

input of UAL is a single modality of NCMRI (i.e. T1FS only,623

T2FS only, or DWI only), the quantitative results (3rd, 4th, and624

5th rows in Table.7) show that the performance of segmentation625

and detection among these three single modalities are roughly626

equivalent, except for the IoU value (6th column in Table.7).627
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Table 6. The quantitative evaluation of the liver tumors segmentation and
detection when lesions size <3cm.

Method DSC p-Acc IoU TPR TNR Acc

U-net 77.69 96.41 - - - -
±3.83 ±0.96

Rg- 78.35 96.50 - - - -
GAN ±3.27 ±0.93
Faster - - 65.22 68.63 81.16 72.22

R-CNN ±8.77 ±2.61 ±2.94 ±2.68

Tripartite-GAN - - 72.35 80.00 89.47 85.71
±5.25 ±1.97 ±1.66 ±1.84

Mask 73.74 96.11 67.14 70.00 82.89 78.78
R-CNN ±5.71 ±1.27 ±7.81 ±2.53 ±2.92 ±2.44

FT-MTL-Net 76.43 96.28 69.52 70.59 84.00 78.57
±4.33 ±0.94 ±6.37 ±2.39 ±2.25 ±2.47

Proposed UAL 81.52 97.57 80.13 87.76 93.51 91.27
±2.63 ±0.75 ±3.67 ±1.30 ±0.77 ±0.87

Compare with DWI only, the IoU value decreased by 2.93%628

of using T1FS only and decreased by 2.48% of using T2FS629

only. This demonstrated that DWI is helpful to detect the lo-630

cation of liver tumors when using a single modality of NCMRI.631

Secondly, when the input of UAL is the combination of two632

NCMRI modalities, the quantitative results (6th, 7th, and 8th
633

rows in Table.7) show the performance of segmentation and634

detection among these combinations are roughly equivalent.635

And they are all better than using sing modality only, which636

demonstrates that the complementary information in different637

NCMRI modalities benefits liver tumors segmentation and de-638

tection. Lastly, the quantitative results of the last row in Table.7639

of using multi-modality NCMRI (i.e. T1FS, T2FS, and DWI)640

achieves the best results compared with the other six different641

combinations of multi-modality NCMRI. It proved that using642

multi-modality NCMRI information is the best choice for our643

UAL to perform liver tumors segmentation and detection.644

Table 7. The quantitative evaluation of 6 types of combinations of multi-
modality NCMRI for liver tumors segmentation and detection. It demon-
strates that using multi-modality NCMRI information is the best choice for
our UAL to perform liver tumors segmentation and detection.
Modality of NCMRI DSC p-Acc IoU TPR TNR AccT1FS T2FS DWI

X
81.09 96.05 75.33 87.40 90.03 88.71
±2.58 ±0.87 ±3.98 ±1.77 ±1.65 ±1.65

X
81.16 96.13 75.78 87.11 89.86 88.47
±2.57 ±0.86 ±3.77 ±1.80 ±1.68 ±1.70

X
81.54 96.51 78.26 87.56 90.19 88.86
±2.65 ±0.83 ±3.37 ±1.72 ±1.60 ±1.68

X X
81.58 96.76 76.42 87.71 90.35 89.02
±2.54 ±0.82 ±3.69 ±1.69 ±1.58 ±1.58

X X
82.89 97.16 79.96 88.58 90.72 89.65
±2.30 ±0.78 ±3.32 ±1.67 ±1.57 ±1.55

X X
82.67 96.92 78.14 89.31 91.08 90.20
±2.35 ±0.77 ±3.41 ±1.58 ±1.53 ±1.49

X X X
83.63 97.75 81.30 92.13 93.75 92.94
±2.16 ±0.72 ±3.26 ±1.26 ±0.74 ±0.86

4.8. Influences of the combination of different CEMRI phase645

In order to verify the influences of the combinations of dif-646

ferent CEMRI phases, we set up six different combinations647

of different CEMRI phase for radiomics feature extraction in648

our MPRG-D. Quantitative analysis results are shown in Ta-649

ble.8. Firstly, when we were using a single phase CEMRI in650

our MPRG-D (i.e. arterial-phase only, PV-phase only, or delay-651

phase only), the quantitative results (3rd, 4th, and 5th rows in652

Table.8) illustrate that the delay-phase achieves the best perfor-653

mance. This proved that the radiomics feature extracted from654

delay-phase CEMRI is the most useful for liver tumors seg-655

mentation and detection than Arterial-phase CEMRI and PV-656

phase CEMRI. Secondly, when we were using three combina-657

tions of two phases CEMRI, the quantitative results (6th, 7th,658

and 8th rows in Table.8) show that the performance of segmen-659

tation and detection is better than using a single phase CEMRI.660

Lastly, the quantitative results of the last row in Table.8 of using661

multi-phases CEMRI (i.e. arterial-phase, PV-phase, or delay-662

phase) achieves the best results compared with the other six663

different combinations of multi-phase CEMRI. All these results664

proved that extracting multi-phase CEMRI radiomics feature665

maximizes the ability of MPRG-D to discriminate. And then666

improve the performance of liver tumors segmentation and de-667

tection via using the united adversarial learning strategy.668

Table 8. The quantitative evaluation of 6 types of combinations of multi-
phase CEMRI for liver tumors segmentation and detection. It demon-
strates that using multi-phase CEMRI information to perform the united
adversarial learning strategy is the best choice for our UAL.

Phase of CEMRI DSC p-Acc IoU TPR TNR AccArterial PV Delay

X
81.43 96.36 79.77 91.02 92.65 91.83
±2.55 ±0.85 ±3.50 ±1.56 ±1.15 ±1.28

X
80.92 96.03 79.33 90.71 92.34 91.53
±2.63 ±0.86 ±3.63 ±1.62 ±1.31 ±1.38

X
81.80 96.86 79.85 91.18 92.81 92.00
±2.45 ±0.83 ±3.54 ±1.55 ±1.04 ±1.23

X X
82.18 96.90 79.91 91.50 93.13 92.31
±2.44 ±0.81 ±3.55 ±1.44 ±0.85 ±1.10

X X
83.19 97.16 81.13 91.81 93.44 92.63
±2.20 ±0.76 ±3.30 ±1.39 ±0.82 ±1.07

X X
83.06 96.98 81.05 91.65 93.28 92.47
±2.27 ±0.76 ±3.36 ±1.43 ±0.88 ±1.15

X X X
83.63 97.75 81.30 92.13 93.75 92.94
±2.16 ±0.72 ±3.26 ±1.26 ±0.74 ±0.86

5. Conclusions669

For the first time, the proposed UAL achieves simulta-670

neous segmentation and detection of liver tumors via using671

multi-modality NCMRI only. The novel EDFPM extracts the672

multi-size edge dissimilarity maps that enhance multi-modality673

NCMRI information extraction. And then, the innovative FSC674

fuses the multi-modality NCMRI feature and makes the final675

decision of feature selection according to the liver tumors seg-676

mentation and detection. Finally, the newly designed MPRG-677

D enhances discrimination by adding the MPR feature. And678
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with the help of the proposed CSWP mechanism, the MPRG-D679

achieves united adversarial learning for promoting liver tumors680

segmentation and detection. The experimental results (i.e. DSC681

of 83.63%, p-Acc of 97.75%, IoU of 81.30%, the sensitivity682

of 92.13%, the specificity of 93.75%, and detection accuracy683

of 92.94%) demonstrate that UAL has great potential to assist684

clinical segmentation and detection of liver tumors without CAs685

injection. Although our dataset in this work is enough to per-686

form the experiment for proving the feasibility of our UAL, the687

generalization of our proposed UAL needs to be supported by688

a diverse dataset. We plan to use a more diverse liver dataset to689

handle the potential biases coming from the scanner and homo-690

geneous patient population. And we plan to advance and refine691

our framework on multi-sources data for future work.692
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